
Modeling and Simulation V
[Adapted from ”Physics Simulations in Python”, by D. Schroeder]

Random Processes Here, we model some simple physical systems with Monte
Carlo simulations, that is, employing random numbers to choose among various
possible outcomes.

Modeling the Adiabatic Free Expansion of a Gas Consider a volume
of gas retained on one side of a thermally isolated box by a partition. The
other side of the box is evacuated. The partition is then punctured, allowing
molecules to pass from one side to the other. This is known as Joule expansion,
an irreversible thermodynamics process.

1. Start with 1000 molecules on one side of the partition (and zero on the
other side).

nmolecules = 1000 # total number of molecules

nfirstside = nmolecules # number of molecules in initial side

Because the total number of molecules remains constant, counting the
number of molecules in the original side of the box is sufficient to de-
termine the macroscopic state at any instant (step). Throw a random
number between 0 and 1000. If the random number is less than or equal
to the number of molecules in the original side of the box, subtract 1 from
the number of molecules remaining. If it is greater than the number of
molecules remaining in the original side of the box, add 1 to the number
of molecules in the original side of the box. (Imagine that the molecules
are numbered. If a molecule’s number comes up, it changes sides.)

Repeat this (in a loop), say, 10,000 times. Record a history of the number
of molecules remaining in the original side of the box and plot this history
as a function of “time” (step). This is known as a time-series plot.

tottime = 10000

tstep = np.zeros(tottime)

nfirstsidet = np.zeros(tottime)

for t in np.arange(tottime):

if (nmolecules * np.random.random()) <= nfirstside:

nfirstside -= 1

else:

nfirstside += 1

tstep[t] = t

nfirstsidet[t] = nfirstside

plt.plot(tstep, nfirstsidet)
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plt.title(’A title’)

plt.xlabel(’An x-label’)

plt.ylabel(’A y-label’)

plt.show()

What is the equilibrium number of molecules in the original side of the
box? What do you expect the fraction in each side of the box will, on
average, be at equilibrium?

You will notice that even after equilibrium seems to be reached, the num-
ber of molecules in the original side of the box (and therefore on either side)
fluctuates. To first order, a standard uncertainty measures fluctuations.

Counting the fraction of a fixed number of molecules is on one of only two
sides of a box samples a (discrete) probability distribution function known as
the binomial distribution:

f(k, n, p) =

(
n
k

)
pk(1− p)n−k, (1)

This function gives the probability of exactly k successes (here, the number
of molecules in the original side of the box) in a sequence of n independent
(Bernoulli) experiments (here, the total number of molecules), where the prob-
ability of success is p, and the probability of failure is q = 1− p.(

n
k

)
=

n!

k!(n− k)!

is the binomial coefficient, which weights the probability for k successes by the
number of different ways k successes can be distributed within a quence of n
trials. The expected number of successes is np and the standard uncertainty
is
√
np(1− p). As n → ∞, the binomial standard uncertainty approaches the

normal standard deviation.

2. Find the mean of the last 7500 elements of the molecules count array

nfirstsidet[2500:].mean()

Using your expected fraction in each box at equilibrium (first question) to
be p, what is the expected number according to the binomial distribution,
np, where n is the total number of molecules?

Find the standard deviation of the last 7500 elements of the molecules
count array

nfirstsidet[2500:].std(ddof=1)

Find the standard uncertainty of the binomial distribution expected value√
np(1− p).

Are the mean and the expected value consistent with one another? (Recall
that agreement is tested quantitatively with the t-test
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tdifference =
|x2 − x1|√
u2

1 + u2
2

where, say, x1 is the binomial expected value np, x2 is the mean, u1

is the standard uncertainty of the binomial distribution expected value√
np(1− p), and u2 is the standard uncertainty tof the mean, the stan-

dard deviation /
√
N , where N is the number of data points that go into

calculating the standard deviation, here, 7500.

3. Another way to check whether the behavior of the simulation follows the
binomial distribution is to overlay Equation 1 on a histogram of the el-
ements of the time series after reaching equilibrium. (Note that the fac-
torials of large number requires importing mpmath, so, if you don’t have
this package, install it.)

from mpmath import *

binom = []

for nmo in range(400,600,1):

binom = np.append(binom, 7500*0.5**(nmolecules) * factorial(nmolecules)

/ factorial(nmo) * factorial(nmolecules - nmo))

plt.hist(nfirstsidet[2500:], bins=np.arange(400,600,1), label=’simulation’)

plt.plot(np.arange(400,600,1), binom, label=’binomial’)

plt.title(’A title’)

plt.xlabel(’An x label’)

plt.ylabel(’A y label’)

plt.legend()

plt.show()

Modeling a Random Walk

4. Consider motion in one dimension, in which each position change (step)
has the same magnitude, and a step is equally likely to be in the positive
or negative directions. Set the initial position at x = 0, and change
the position by +1 if a random number between 0 and 1 is greater than
or equal to 0.5, or by −1 if the random number is less than 0.5. The
position (relative to zero) should be stored and plotted as a function of step
number for 100 steps. Repeat the process 100 times, overlaying the graphs.
Determine the average and the root-mean-square (rms) displacement (the

rms is the square-root of the average squared displacement:
√
x2; the rms

is the standard deviation of a distribution whose average value is zero)
of the (100) last positions (the 100th step). Do the same thing for 400,
900, 1600, and 2500 steps (still 100 times–or more, if you want a bigger
sample). What do your results suggest is the relationship between the
number of steps and the rms of a random walk?
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Modeling Radioactive Decay The instant a radioactive isotope decays is
random. Yet, the isotope’s intrinsic decay probability per unit time is charac-
teristic of the isotope.

5. Write a program that simulates radioactive decay. Assume the probability
for a given nucleus to decay in a given step is 0.001. With each time step,
generate a uniform random number for each remaining nucleus. Compare
the random number to the decay probability. If it’s smaller, reduce the
number of surviving nuclei by 1, otherwise move on to the next nucleus.
Store the surviving number at the end of each time step in an array.
Continue until only 10% of the nuclei remain. Then plot the survival
array against time step. Do this for N(0) = 100, 1000, and 10,000.

Determine the time step in each case where half of the initial number of
nuclei have decayed. Mark and print the value (the “half-life”) on the
graph.

6. What fraction, on average, of nuclei do you expect to decay in the first time
step when the decay probability is 0.001? For the case of N(0) = 10, 000,
compare a random number to this decay probability for each nuclei and
record in an array how many “decay”. Do this 1000 times, and histogram
the result. Note whether the mean of the resulting distribution is consis-
tent with your expectation.

Measurements of radioactive decay spectra are counting experiments, in
which the Poisson distribution is sampled. If the average number of decays
in a given time interval is λ, then the probability of counting k decays is

f(k;λ) = Pr(X = k) =
λke−λ

k!

Overlay the Poisson distribution on your histogram. Be sure to normalize
the areas of the histogram and under the distribution to be the same.

Refer to

http://physics.gmu.edu/~rubinp/courses/407/nucleardecay.py
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